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Abstract—The Robotic Process automation (RPA) plays a vital part in the digital transformation scheme in
maximum number of the organizations as they provide numerous of benefits over the conventional automation
solutions that are out dated. The paper presents the survey on the application of robot process automation in
various industrial processes and the over view of the benefits in using the RPA.
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INTRODUCTION
The process of on-boarding a banking customer requires numerous ways, including gathering
comprehensive fiscal and particular data, vindicating that data using approved sources across government
agencies or assiduity standard third- party data providers, completing credit and legal due sedulity and term
lodgment, setting up accounts, and conducting ongoing reporting and monitoring to ensure compliance.
Regulations bear banks to do a thorough vetting process of implicit retail guests, and stricter regulations on
marketable guests bear an indeed advanced position of scrutiny on those guests. Marketable guests can be
demanded to give pukka papers of objectification, government issued business licenses, and cooperation
agreements or trust conformation records. The process of bringing on largely- covered marketable guests is
generally a scrupulous, clumsy, and precious process for banks. At present, utmost of these on-boarding
processes is carried out manually. In recent times, the rise of RPA and cognitive technologies has enabled
numerous processes to be automated, performing over 50 percent reduction in on-boarding costs. A typical bank
could see a one- time savings of $100 million during on-boarding and could see another $100 million in savings
every three times from robotization of ongoing monitoring processes. This paper outlines how the performance
of RPA and cognitive technologies can be applied to marketable banking on-boarding processes. Performance of
RPA and cognitive technologies in on-boarding processes has saved bank's time and capital, reduced crimes,
allow workers to work on further engaging and advanced value-add exertion, and help banks to make better
customer connections.
A. BACKGROUND
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
It is a form of business process automation technology predicated on tropical software robots (bots) or
on artificial intelligence (AI)/ digital workers. It's sometimes appertained to as software robotics (not to be
confused with robot software). In traditional workflow automation tools, a software innovator produces a list of
conduct to automate a task and chapter to the rear- end system using internal APIs or devoted scripting
language. In distinction, RPA systems develop the action list by watching the user perform that task in the
application's GUI, and perform the automation by repeating those tasks directly in the GUI. This can lower the
barricade to use of automation in products that might not differently feature APIs for this purpose. RPA tools
have strong technical parallels to graphical user interface testing tools. These tools also automate relations with
the GUI, and constantly do so by repeating a set of demonstration conduct performed by a user. RPA tools differ
from analogous systems in that they allow data to be handled in and between multiple operations, for case,
entering dispatch containing a tab, lodging the data, and also codifying that into a clerk system.
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Artificial intelligence (AI) is intelligence demonstrated by machines, as opposed to natural intelligence
displayed by brutes including humans. Leading AI textbooks define the field as the study of "intelligent agents"
any system that perceives its terrain and takes conduct that maximize its chance of achieving its pretensions.
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Some popular accounts use the term "artificial intelligence" to describe machines that mimic "cognitive"
functions that humans associate with the mortal mind, analogous as "learning".
Cognitive Robotic Process Automation (CRPA)
CRPA is a type of RPA software integrated with fresh cognitive capacities in order to automate
perceptual and judgment- predicated tasks. Cognitive automation is predicated on software bringing intelligence
to information-ferocious processes. It's generally associated with Robotic Process Automation (RPA) as the
convergence between Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Cognitive Computing. By using Artificial Intelligence
technologies, cognitive automation extends and improves the range of conduct that are generally linked with
RPA, furnishing advantages for cost savings and customer satisfaction as well as farther benefits in terms of
delicacy in complex business processes that involve the use of unstructured information. Cognitive automation
leverages different algorithms and technology approaches analogous as natural language processing, text
analytics and data mining, semantic technology and machine knowledge.
II. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project is to provide easy and seamless onboarding of customers and implement various
banking tasks using robotic process automation.
It covers whole journey from initial signup to product activation and first use. This project minimizes human
intervention and hence chances of errors are reduced.
automation frees up employees to spend more time on mission-critical tasks like answering customer questions
and interacting in a personalized, human-to-human approach that fosters customer retention.
By automatically identifying complaints and promptly responding to discrepancies while keeping an accurate
record of it all, robots empower financial agents with more control over mortgage remediation.
Several robotization technologies, when introduced as a part of BPA, is changing different aspects of
back- office banking operations similar as client data updates, verification, attestation, counting
conciliation, and more.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
The world of banking is moving towards reducing mortal error, increased responsibility, reducing
costs, and being biddable. RPA has come a technology that aims to prop banks in doing so (prostrating these
limitations). In this world of compliance, RPA aims to conceivably electronic dupe available at https//
ssrn.com/abstract=3801625 Robotic Process Robotization Challenges and Results for the Banking Sector
http//www.iaeme.com/IJM/index.asp 325editor@iaeme.com disturb the conventional inspection model as it can
perform rule- grounded undertakings that are teary and homemade. RPA is reckoned upon to repurpose the job
of the auditing by displacing gadarene errands and stressing on advanced order thinking capacities that will, in
the long run, lead to upgraded inspection quality (Katke and Kamat, 2019; Moffitt, Rozario, and Vasarhelyi,
2018) as adjudicators are anticipated to be unprejudiced and independent.
RPA is known to the world for its frontal office processing because it can help diligence to exclude the
mortal involvement in back- services as they're constantly involved in repetitious work replacing them with bots
which reduces spending of the association. It's also planted that a robot can outperform a hand doing the
repetitious task by the rate of 111, and in this outperformance, the quality of work isn't bemired but has bettered
too as the task that's completed by the robot is devoid of mortal error (Anagnoste, 2017).
RPA has now also surfaced as a trouble to low- cost outsourcing as it automates processes veritably
cheaply as a fulltime hand cost around$ 80k, an outsourced full- time hand costs around$ 30k but a bot can
bring around$ 15k (Petersen and Rohith, 2017).
It's also planted that RPA has the power to break a huge knob of issues faced by a lot of product
companies. The approach suggested is veritably simple, working the problem of the manufacturing assiduity and
furnishing both cost- slice, producing product performance with fully null crimes, and shifting the workers
involved in product work into other positions, where mortal energy is needed to develop the other productrelated tasks. For this Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is used which is part of RPA. It substantially helps
to fete the picture and some secret textbook which further helps to identify where to click and to fete film land
that are better than vague prints likewise the liability of error is reduced. In summary, the proposed system is 90
more accurate using RPA than using traditional styles (Lin etat., 2019).
In an RPA frame designed for a CSP (Corporate Service Provider) for its periodic compliance
processes and ad-hoc customer requests, it's reported that the RPA bots will automatically prepare attestation for
both periodic compliance processes and ad-hoc customer request and it'll convey the way necessary and followup with the guests. Grounded on the CSP’s assessment system, the overall effectiveness gain of the RPA is
significantly high (William and William, 2019). It's also reported that RPA can be employed to incorporate
repetitious tasks inside an ERP and automate a huge number of the processes that live while dealing with a
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Student Management System. These advancements have been incorporated together inside a website in this
manner giving easy access to understand interface, productive ERP, and a chat bot combination. It's conceivable
that this integration can be executed in an ever- adding number of associations and workplaces. It's
demonstrated that it will not just help the company's productivity by giving information more consummately,
still, it can likewise help in keeping up authority over information, checking information, and its performance
(Gajra etal., 2019).
In another composition it's published that in the process of being institutional robotization sweats
concentrated on workflow digitization, the operation and objectification of RPA technologies into public
administration work processes dramatically bettered their productivity, and operation costs and delivered
bettered services to people. From this finding, it can be inferred that RPA has a tremendous capacity for adding
the performance of institutional work procedures and institutional modernization in general (Houy, Hamberg,
and Fettke, 2019).
RPA is also an ultramodern and evolving reclamation technology, and this has enabled the
development of colorful diligence. The maturity of mortal coffers departments in every company are responsible
for several conditioning along the way. The hiring of the hand till their withdrawal cycle includes numerous
conditioning similar as repetitiveness, performance, aspirant participation, aspirant experience, and some of the
workshop still hinges on the Homemade system to help workers in carrying out their jobs. The labor force cycle
is precious and unproductive and frequently results in an advanced rate of miscalculations and indeed the extent
of compliance offerings. RPA has been plant to be responsible for copying repetitious data and other affiliated
tasks while HR help has an occasion to concentrate on complex issues of making work- related opinions. In the
process of reclamation RPA pollutants, the biographies of aspirants grounded on the demand and communicates
with the bones who weren't named explaining the reason via dispatch or textbook. For effective objectification
in the process of reclamation, retaining time should be optimum and cost-effective. RPA needs to hit the
prospect designee snappily. RPA integration demanded to take care of dispatches, seeker information, sourcing
and webbing, simple question, and instruction robotization. This will lead to the improvement of quality in the
reclamation process. The RPA platform is a veritably useful tool for streamlining the reclamation process.
Reclamation robotization allowed the gift accession and recruiting professionals to make the right decision more
snappily by adding aspirant productivity in the hiring process (Nawaz, 2019).
IV.
RISKS IN RPA
1.
Resistance to Change
According to ACCA and CAANZ research, 45% of respondents from leading financial organizations listed
resistance to adoption as the top challenge stopping them from embracing RPA. These results demonstrate the
fact that despite the technology maturity, its adoption has turned into a business challenge as opposed to a
technology one.
2.

Process Standardization and Organizational Difficulties
In their Robotics and Cognitive Automation report, Deloitte included process standardization and
organizational misalignment among the top challenges in implementing RPA in banking. The difficulty is rooted
in the traditional separation of IT and business departments that handle different operations. To integrate RPA
solutions in an organization, a new distribution of roles and responsibilities is required to create an alignment
between the teams involved. This hurdle, in turn, implies the challenge of process standardization related to
unstructured data and non-standardized processes that require human input. Oftentimes, things go wrong at the
initial stage when it is needed to decide exactly which business processes will be automated. The problem here
is that the same processes can be understood and executed differently.
3.

Compatibility with Legacy Infrastructure
The thirds most common obstacle to RPA adoption is the slow pace of technological development in
the banking industry. Despite being one of the most data-driven domains, the financial sector is lagging behind
in digital transformation. Most banking platforms, on which core systems of the finance institutions run today,
were developed in the 1970s. The scope of this problem is huge, with Reuters reporting that almost 43% of US
banks use COBOL, a programming language from the 1950s. Such outdated tech stack is obviously not
compatible with digital age technologies. Legacy system replacement projects are massive and expensive, and,
on top of that, they pose risks that banks are not ready to mitigate.
V. METHODOLOGY
Automate documents capturing
Document capture — including mobile capture, recognition, and surveying — remains one of the top
capabilities of electronic document operation systems. Document capture automation is a step beyond simply
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surveying and storing documents electronically. Documents drive business processes. And capture is frequently
the first step to efficiently managing information in association.
Once a document is captured, it needs to be classified. This used to mean manually conciliating indicators on a
scanned document. But it’s different moment.
Automation ways, like optical character recognition (OCR), can be used to automatically sort documents. In this
situation, the technology reads the textbook on the runner and automatically classifies it.
Automate identity verification
These identity verification results frequently work a blend of artificial intelligence, computer vision and
verification experts to determine if a government- issued ID is authentic and belongs to the user. These results
frequently perform validity checks via a selfie to guarantee that the person holding the ID (during ID
Verification) is the same person shown in the ID print.
Variety of AI, biometrics, machine learning and human review used to assess legality of ID and identity.
verification process relies on valid government- issued ID and selfie to authenticate identity. An API, SDK and
webcam is used for executions and therefore provides a definitive yes/ no result.
Automate the integration between Core Banking, CRM and other systems
There are numerous points of entry for integrating RPA software with your CRM.
Using an API or web service is the most effective and easiest way to connect your systems. Most CRMs have
this option.
Integrating directly with your database is not as effective of a system as using an API, but it can work,
especially with on- demesne systems when you know you can safely interact with the database.
User interface automation works when there are no APIs and you want to prize information from a Windows
desktop or web cyber surfed to save time on data entry.
Automate customer communication
Support your guests by automating the fulfillment of their requests with chatbots on public- facing web runners.
With client- facing chatbots, you can fully automate common client queries like checking on the status of an
order, streamlining account details, and more. Reducing average handle time (AHT) and support staff load by
automating common requests. Offering 24x7 support for automated requests at a bit of the cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
Automation in the banking sector is an important step towards digital transformation. This
transformation will not only aid in saving time but also provide flawless service. RPA is a type of automation in
which a robot or through computer programming is possible to carry out the activities that a man/woman can do.
RPA works by running a set of process and it gives a lot of benefits to a bank along with improvement in
quality, scalability, and resiliency in cost-effective means. For the implementation of RPA training of employees
is needed. The security of the money deposited by the client should be kept in mind while adopting RPA.
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